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COVER PICTURE
View from Tower Bridge of the City of London skyline and its landmark
building, The Gherkin, headquarters of the Swiss Re reinsurance company.
The financial district forms the core of the UK capital and is regarded as the
perfect example of a European core market.

TO THE POINT

Inflation on the horizon – time for new strategies
by Reinhard Kutscher

F

or historical reasons, the term inflation is often associated

growth in Germany is prompting rises in domestic pay and

with the spectre of “hyperinflation” in Germany. The image

production costs, leading in turn to price increases.

of the German currency which became almost totally worth-

With real estate investments, it is possible to benefit from

less between 1914 and 1923 and ended up being used by so

higher inflation rates in several ways. On the one hand, tenancy

many merely as fuel for their stoves reverberates to this day.

agreements are usually index-linked. If the inflation rate rises,

This purely negative perception of inflation should not however

the contractually agreed rent is correspondingly adjusted to

blind us to the fact that far from posing only risks, moderate

the overall higher price level through indexing clauses. On the

inflation can actually offer considerable opportunities: investors

other hand, space which becomes vacant can usually be relet

in open-ended real estate funds in particular can benefit from

on improved terms during periods of increased inflation. Another

higher inflation rates. After all, history shows that increased rates

way of benefiting from future inflation within an investment

of inflation are accompanied for the most part by rising rents and

strategy is to secure long-term financing terms which are initially

higher fund yields.

still favourable through borrowing.

In Germany, the recent crisis has given way to a steady upturn:

These examples illustrate how investors with real estate

the country with the strongest economic growth in Western

investments or open-ended real estate funds can benefit from

Europe increased its gross domestic product in 2010 in real terms

higher inflation rates. The fund or asset management must

by 3.6 percent. For 2011, the OECD is forecasting economic

however adapt to the inflation scenario in good time and take

growth of 2.5 percent. In Germany, the inflation rate increased

appropriate action.

$

by 1.1 percentage points in 2010 on the previous year and in the
Photos: mauritius images/Alamy (Cover); Rainer Unkel; Süddeutsche Zeitung Photo/Robert Haas;
Crowne Plaza Copenhagen Towers; Union Investment, private

eurozone by 1.6 percentage points. Rising inflation rates, above
the ECB’s (European Central Bank) 2 percent inflation target and
probably reaching their peak in 2013/14, are to be anticipated
in the years ahead. This increased inflation
will presumably be caused chiefly by rising
prices for commodities such as heating oil or
gold. Secondly, the favourable environment
offered thus far for cheap production from
developing countries is changing: continually rising wages and production costs are
being observed in emerging countries such
as Brazil, which are then also passed on to
local commodity prices. In addition to this
“imported inflation”, dynamic economic

Reinhard Kutscher is Chairman of
the Management Board of
Union Investment Real Estate GmbH
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Prized pole position
Everyone, from investors to financial backers to consultants, is after core properties. Yet whether everyone
really has the same thing in mind is by no means clear. By Miriam M. Beul and Anne Wiktorin
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W

hen a roundtable discussion at last year’s Expo Real
property fair in Munich debated the issue of what core
real estate is, some of the visitors responded with incomprehension. “Anyone who doesn’t know that has no place in the
world of real estate professionals,” was the consensus among those
present. The term “core” has, after all, literally been at the heart
of real estate developments since the financial and economic crisis:
“In global investment markets it is virtually only core real estate

that is in demand at the present time,” notes Head of Investment
Lars-Oliver Breuer at Savills Deutschland. What buyers are after
when seeking core products is succinctly summarised by Jan Linsin,
Chief Researcher at international property consultancy CB Richard
Ellis (CBRE): “Core real estate means properties in prime locations,
finished and equipped to an excellent standard and of very high
construction quality, which are let out at the current market level
to tenants with an excellent credit rating on a long-term basis.”
Those who purchase such properties are chiefly looking for security.
While the prime real estate described may not yield dream returns
in property markets, Linsin comments, it carries the lowest risks: “In
the yield-risk matrix, the core segment therefore always lies in the
left lower quadrant.”
A simple matter, you might think. If you more closely analyse the
parameters cited, however, it gets complicated. When is an office
building or retail space let on a “long-term” basis? What does “finished and equipped to an excellent standard” mean? What is, and
above all, where can investors find a “prime location”? In Bielefeld
or Berlin? In London or Lille, Tokyo or Tarragona? Do the same criteria for office buildings apply to shopping centres, logistics depots,
hotels or retirement homes? And when can a whole real estate
portfolio call itself “core”? “These are all interesting questions,”
notes Wolfgang Kubatzki, Head of Real Estate with analysts Feri
Eurorating, “on which you could write a whole book.” The topic is
undoubtedly very complex, because a “consistent, binding definition
of the term ‘core’ at real estate level” does not yet exist, explains
Matthias Pink, research expert at the Berlin office of international
property consultants, Savills. This is a state of affairs which in the
last two years has helped result in “unacceptable simplifications” of
the term, at least “in simple real estate jargon”, complains Andreas
Schulten, Managing Director of the Berlin-based market research
institute BulwienGesa: “Core has become a synonym for ‘successful at all levels’.”
Systematic scrutiny of the term is therefore well worthwhile. To
this end, Feri property expert Kubatzki focuses on capital markets:
“It is here that ‘core’ means investment in conventional, developed
markets.” This view of the market was also advisable as the “first
approximate parameter” for the real estate industry: “Core investments are concentrated initially on core markets such as London,
Hamburg and New York,” explains Kubatzki. Only gradually has
a more far-reaching term been derived from this: “Core as the §

At the start: New York is seen
as a clear core market even
if property investors are still
waiting for the green light
at present.

Core funds are the investors’ favourite
European non-listed real estate funds according to their risk level:
on the left, share of property assets* in percent; on the right, number
of funds**
Core
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Opportunistic
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* total: €257.6 billion ** total: 469 fund vehicles

Source: INREV, November 2010
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Photos: obs/Landeshauptstadt Düsseldorf; Caro/Oberhäuser; Feri Eurorating

The “Kö-Bogen” shopping and office complex (simulated image above) is set to become Düsseldorf’s new showpiece.
The City of London (below) boasts many landmarks, including the striking Swiss Re building, known as The Gherkin.
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lowest and safest level of the risk-return curve – from which further criteria such as the quality of the property and of the tenant
then result.”
Which markets can be deemed as core, at least in theory, is comparatively undisputed: the core segment comprises mature, liquid
markets with stable political as well as economic environments. The
indicators are both macroeconomic – gross domestic product, inflation, indebtedness or population trends – and real estate-specific,
including market liquidity, transparency and legal certainty. As the
world map of property investment across regions shows, investors
quite clearly have the greatest confidence in European real estate
markets (see map on page 8); whereas North America and Asia
exported capital in 2009 and 2010, Europe attracted almost three
times more real estate capital from other regions of the world than
it exported.

Subjective criteria also play a part

So much for the theory and statistics – the practice is even more
complicated: “We have developed our own definitions for our
market scoring,” notes Olaf Janssen, Head of Research at Union
Investment Real Estate GmbH, for example. The Hamburg-based real
estate investment company, which manages global property assets
worth some €18 billion, assigns the total of 54 potential countries
for investment into three risk groups: Core, Core Plus and Emerging.
In addition to West European core markets such as Germany, France
and the UK, as well as the global heavyweights USA and Japan,
Union Investment also includes Hong Kong among the core markets.
Global real estate assets manager AEW Capital Management sees
things differently. The Boston-based company, which manages property assets of some US$40 billion globally, does not include a single
Asian location in its core segment. “The price fluctuations in Hong

“Core means investment in
conventional, developed markets.
Real estate investments are
therefore concentrated initially
on markets such as London,
Hamburg or New York.“
Wolfgang Kubatzki, Head of Real Estate,
Feri Eurorating

Kong or Tokyo are, from our perspective, too high for a core market,”
explains AEW analyst Marc Langenbach, stressing: “How individual
investors evaluate the country-specific risks varies greatly and also
depends on subjective assessment criteria.” There is broad agreement on the rating of Europe’s key market, the UK: “Clearly core,”
says Langenbach, just like the USA, France or Germany.
Yet because the globalised real estate world is characterised by
local factors to a large degree, the definition of the core market has
to be broken down in practice from the macro to the micro level.
For Andreas Pohl, Member of the Management Board of real estate
finance provider Deutsche Hypo in Hanover, for example, the respective central business districts of major cities with great economic
power have to be included. This undoubtedly means the City of
London as well as the Paris office district La Défense. In Germany,
at least the five business strongholds, as they are known, of Berlin,
Düsseldorf, Frankfurt am Main, Hamburg and Munich are regarded as
markets that deserve the core mark. “For us, Cologne and Stuttgart
must be included too,” says Barbara Deisenrieder, Managing Director
of Generali Deutschland Immobilien. When retail trade properties are
involved, the institutional investor also looks to smaller markets. §

How real estate investors define the relationship between risk and return
Core, Value-added and Opportunistic – in
the language of property investors, these
three terms are significant for two main
reasons. Firstly, they serve to characterise a
property market and/or individual properties. Secondly, they describe the investment
style which an investor or an investment
product follows. In both cases the terms refer to the ratio of risk to return. The following simplification roughly applies: the higher
the risk, the greater the expectation of the
achievable return.

• Core: traditionally in terms of real estate,
this is understood to mean mature, transparent and sufficiently large markets as
well as high-quality properties completely
let out to tenants of high credit standing
on a long-term basis and in prime locations. The sustainability aspect is gaining in-

creasing importance: it is expected that
going forward, building certifications will
become a necessary condition for core
real estate, though not a sufficient condition in themselves. Related to the investment style, the term describes investment
vehicles which invest chiefly in core markets and properties. Further characteristics
include a debit ratio well under 50 percent and broad portfolio diversification.
Dividends are paid out largely from ongoing rental income. The expected yield is
between 5 and 8 percent. In terms of
the location this means that the ratios of
rental income to purchase price are in the
lower quarter of the respective market
level.

• Value-added: this term is specific to prop-

erties, not markets. Properties in this cate-

gory offer investors potential for value increase – through refurbishment and reletting, for example. The yield from the respective investment vehicles is supplied
mainly from the increased value based on
growing rental income. The holding period
is between three and eight years and the
share of debt can reach up to 70 percent.
The target yields on the equity invested are
between 10 and 18 percent.

• Opportunistic: young, emerging markets,

real estate with a high vacancy rate and
in great need of restructuring – this is
what investors pursuing an opportunistic,
high-risk investment strategy are looking
for. The risk of the investment which is
financed up to 90 percent by borrowing
is rewarded with a return on equity (ROE)
between 18 and 30 percent.
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Hotel Lutetia: the Paris property gem which gained a
new owner in 2010.

Top quality in Amsterdam: Union Investment acquired
the Rembrandt Tower office building back in 2006.

The downturn is over
Trends in global property investments; figures charted from 2006 to first
half of 2010 in US$ billion

Incidentally, this applies not only to traditionally polycentric Germany.
Even in countries organised on a centralised basis, such as the UK
and France, where there is virtually no core market in the office segment beyond the capital and surrounding region, the situation with
retail trade investment is different: “In the retail segment in France,
for example, core locations certainly exist alongside Paris – the same
applies to the UK,” notes AEW analyst Langenbach. The office block
in London, Brussels or Manhattan, the shopping centre in Marseille,
Glasgow or Warsaw – they can all be core properties in core locations. This is provided that the space is completely let to reputable
and solvent companies. “When an office building is purchased, the
lease agreement should have at least ten years to run, and, with a
retail trade property, preferably even 15 to 20 years,” says Jan Linsin
of CBRE.
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Europe attracting global real estate capital
Property investments across regions with the shares of capital imports
and exports per region, 2009 to first half of 2010 in € billion*
12.3

Capital imports

Capital exports

7.6

3.2

North America

4.7

4.2

3.1
4.3

Europe

Asia

0.2

Middle East
0.4 0.1

South America

* Total investment: €22.3 billion
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Not all property assets are considered

Yet what is the situation with other usage types – such as logistics
centres, hotels or other operator-managed real estate? “There are
usage types which cannot be assigned to the core segment,“ says
Savills analyst Matthias Pink, adding: “This includes hospitals, for
example, but also logistics space is not included in the core segment
as a rule.“ Wolfgang Kubatzki confirms this, noting: “It is logical that
logistics properties and care homes for the elderly as well as hotels
are not core real estate.“ The restricted alternative usage option, a
less liquid market or short-term lease agreements were an obstacle
to this, he concluded.
But how then can it be explained that the portfolios of typical core investors, such as open-ended real estate funds, but also
belonging to some insurance companies, may well feature hotels or
logistics properties? This, notes Kubatzki, has something to do with
the relationship between risk and return: “In risk-return analysis, such
operator-managed or special-purpose properties may well boast core

Photos: ullstein bild/SIPA; Union Investment

Boom

250

characteristics.” Union Investment offers a different reason: “There is
a core segment in every usage type, which is defined in each case by
the best real estate in the best location,” says Olaf Janssen. Only special-purpose real estate, such as ski runs or production facilities, was
unsuitable as core investments. Generali Managing Director Barbara
Deisenrieder does not wish to exclude particular usage types from the
core segment either – even though the insurer itself invests only in the
office, retail trade and residential asset classes. “The decision not to
invest in hotels or logistics properties is only linked to our desire not to
fritter too much.”
There is agreement, on the other hand, when assessing development projects: they are not included in the core segment per se. Firstly,
they are associated with excessively high risks and, secondly, they
are not yielding an ongoing return. Real estate development projects
can, however, certainly become genuine core properties – once they

have been successfully completed and fully let out. All too aware of
investors’ huge appetite for low-risk investments, project developers tailor their new developments to the ideal dimensions of core
real estate. Stefan Mühling, Managing Director of Düsseldorf-based
project developer Die Developer Immobilien, is currently working on
the Düsseldorf “Kö-Bogen”, based on renowned US architect Daniel
Libeskind’s design, a spectacular building with retail and office
space. The two-block complex with continuous roof line interlinking Königsallee, Jan-Wellem-Platz and Hofgarten is expected to cost
some €300 million. Owing to its location, its architecture and the
future tenant mix, the development is set to join the ranks of German
core properties upon completion, notes Mühling confidently.
However, it is not just new-builds which add to the supply of
core properties. Existing buildings can be upgraded through conversion and modernisation to such an extent that they gain §

Confidence is growing
Union Investment’s latest Investment Climate Index confirms the
encouraging trend from last autumn

Steady upward trend
Investment Climate Index: change in percent
France

Germany

UK
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T

he financial centres of London, Paris,
Frankfurt am Main and New York are
the office investment markets which
are most clearly rated as core by European
investors in real estate. The assessments differ widely, on the other hand, for
Amsterdam, Brussels, Tokyo and Washington
– investment regions which ought not to be
missing from a well-stocked international
portfolio. Rigorous standards relating to the
core quality of these markets are applied
by real estate investors in the UK in particular. These are the findings of the latest
investment climate survey conducted by
Union Investment, in which 174 real estate
investors across Germany, France and the
UK were questioned in December 2010.
Whereas one in every two German investors
rates these markets as core, the approval
rating in the UK was a mere 30 percent, and
only 22 percent for Tokyo. “Understanding
of what constitutes a typical core market is
ultimately marked by where the companies
are currently targeting their investments,”
says Fabian Hellbusch, Head of Marketing
at Union Investment Real Estate GmbH.
“The broader and more global the investment range, the more calculable the risks
of investment in foreign markets seem and
the broader the definition framework for

core markets.” The Union Investment survey
also shows clear differences with regard
to the current expectations of an appropriate core yield. The majority of German and
French investors regards 4 to 6 percent as
adequate, whilst most UK investors expect
8 percent or more. If the claims of the real
estate companies questioned are to be
believed, investors’ core orientation across
the board is slowly receding, with the focus
returning to markets with higher countryrelated risks. In the survey, for example,
50 percent of French and 64 percent of UK
investors are attaching high or very high
importance to investment in emerging markets in the coming years. At 21 percent,
investors in Germany are much more cautious. Meanwhile, the general conditions
for property investment in the three major
European economies have stabilised further: Union Investment’s Investment Climate
Index, which records the expectations of
European property professionals twice a
year, increased in Germany, France and the
UK, reaching, at 70 points, its highest level
since 2006. The upward trend is especially
clear in Germany where, at 71.4 points
(France: 70.6; UK: 68.1), the national index
reaches a new all-time high.
$
www.union-investment.com/realestate
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Source: Union Investment, investment climate survey, January 2011

London, Paris and Frankfurt am Main
are clearly core markets
“Which of the following office investment markets are core markets for you?” Agreement with
the statement in percent of those questioned*
London

73

Paris

71

Frankfurt/Main
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New York

53
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Washington
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17
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* 174 investors from Germany, France and the UK
Source: Union Investment, investment climate survey, January 2011
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Finsbury Circus, London: After refurbishment, the Union
Investment building will meet core quality standards again.

Debatable: Investors differ on whether Hong Kong
counts as a core market.

promotion from second class to the premium segment. The eightstorey Finsbury Circus London office building from the portfolio
of the UniImmo: Deutschland open-ended real estate fund will be
playing in the premier league again from spring 2013. This grade‑B
building dating back to 1991 is currently being renovated and
upgraded into a core property by Union Investment at a cost of
£55 million.
Prime properties remain in scant supply however – especially if
investors continue to be risk-averse. What this means is shown by a
study conducted last November by market researcher BulwienGesa,
taking Germany as an example: existing office space in the twelve
most attractive German locations for core investments totals just
15.7 million square metres – or 3.8 percent of the total stock of

office space. The market value of this top twelve is estimated by
BulwienGesa CEO Andreas Schulten at some €53.2 billion. This is
equivalent to just 13.8 percent of the German real estate assets held
in 2009 by institutional investors amounting to €385 billion.
In view of the limited supply, closed-end funds are already looking beyond the prestigious locations again. “Even in cities such as
Duisburg, Freiburg or Dortmund there are prime locations which display the utmost quality from the investors’ perspective,” says Hans
Volkert Volckens, Managing Director of Hannover Leasing based in
Pullach. The term “core” was being used over-extensively in connection with real estate investments – yet was proving to be rather
vague in practice, the fund initiator complained. Angelika Kunath,
Managing Director of the Hamburg fund company and specialist in

Government bond benchmark
Property markets are regarded as overheated if the top office yield falls below the mark for government bonds
Trend of yields for ten-year government bonds and of the top office yield for Germany (Frankfurt/Main), France (Paris), UK (London)
and the USA (New York), from 2003 to Q3/2010 in percent
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closed-end funds, talks of a “philosophical issue” as soon as the
conversation moved towards “the famous four words”. “Everyone
assigns to the core segment those factors which they deem correct,”
she thinks. Basically, the issue of “core or non-core” was still a decision taken on a case-by-case basis.
Whilst there may still be the need for a clearer definition in real
estate analysis, some progress has been made with the characterisation of investment styles. The European Association for Investors
in Non-listed Real-Estate Vehicles, INREV, developed back in 2004
a first classification of investment vehicles into Core, Value-added

and Opportunistic (see inset on page 7). In response to the crisis
on capital markets and the resulting changes for real estate investors these categories are now being revised: the various investment
styles will be understood in future as “risk bundles”. Which risk factors impact on them and which will be the crucial determinants of
the three investment styles is still under examination. The results are
expected in the second quarter of 2011 – and could possibly help
to define more closely in pure real estate terms a term with which
everyone is familiar but which only very few can explain with pinpoint accuracy.
$

UK property market dodged a bullet
London managed to skilfully negotiate many a dangerous obstacle in 2010. However, the situation on property
markets outside the capital remains strained. By James Whitmore

Photos: Union Investment; NordicPhotos/Chad Ehlers; private

I

nvestors, developers and agents should have
suffered a bleak year, given the severe austerity measures introduced by the new coalition
government, but, in fact, overall they did not.
The volume of investment transactions rose
from £25 billion in 2009 to around £28 billion
and prices for prime property rose, albeit quite
a few prominent property companies collapsed,
principally because they bought their properties
at the height of the market in 2005 and 2006
with a huge amount of debt. The general positivity, however, masks a bulging gap between
prosperous London, where property is booming, and the rest of the country – particularly,
the Midlands and the north – where property
is plummeting. The buzzwords for UK investors are “prime” and “secondary” to denote
the quality of property.
Prime describes property, mainly office, retail
and logistics by type, that is modern, let on a
long lease (at least ten years) and let to a goodquality company. This is the sort of property that
funds with a core investment strategy want. If
they are overseas funds, particularly sovereign
wealth funds, then London is the place they
invest first. They might invest in a huge regional
shopping centre, but, by and large, they stick to
London.
This year, for example, the Norwegian
Government Pension Fund Global spent £448
million to take a 25 percent stake in Regent’s
Street in a deal representing a yield of around
4.5 percent and the Malaysian Employees
Provident Fund, through ING Real Estate
Investment Management, paid £181 million

for 40 Portman Square, an office block north
of Oxford Street, at a net initial yield of 5.57
percent.
The rationale for these investors is that,
when government bonds around the world are
yielding so little, investing in prime property is
sensible, even when the initial yield may only
be 4.5 percent. London is a particularly popular destination because the transparency and
liquidity of the market and the long leases make
sense in terms of wealth preservation.
UK investors with a core investment strategy, however, are happier to invest throughout
the UK – buying distribution sheds in the
Midlands, office blocks in major regional cities,
such as Glasgow, Manchester and Birmingham,
and retail parks. In fact, the prices being paid
by overseas investors in London invariably
forces the UK core investors into the regions.
These core investors are usually pension funds
and insurance companies, such as Prudential,
Scottish Widows and Legal & General, who are
investing with little or no debt for clients that
want long-term secure returns. Scottish Widows,
for example, manages a large open-ended UK
property trust, which has seen large inflows of
money in the last 18 months, which it has had
to spend.
Secondary property is experiencing a more
troublesome time. Any property that is not in
perfect in terms of the location, building quality,
tenant and length of lease – unless it is in central
London – is considered secondary. Surprisingly,
there is plenty of demand from investors for this
type of property – but only at a price that most

James
Whitmore
is deputy
editor-in-chief
of the
London-based
‘Property Week’
magazine.

owners are unwilling or unable to sell. Listed
property companies, such as British Land and
Hammerson, opportunity fund managers, such
as Delancey, Catalyst Capital and Area Property
Partners, are actively looking to buy property
cheaply that with a little capital expenditure
they can improve and then sell at a profit.
But most secondary property is controlled,
economically, if not factually, by the banks, who
provided most of the cost of buying the properties with debt. These properties are almost all
under water (their value is less than the debt
that secures them) – because they have fallen
more than 50 percent in value since 2007. Lloyds
Banking Group and Royal Bank of Scotland are
the two largest providers of debt to secondary
property and are desperately trying to reduce
their exposure. However, as they are unwilling to force owners to sell at distressed prices,
investors are spending much time devising
transactions that enable them to buy properties and, at the same time, the banks to avoid
making massive writedowns. The UK property
market is not nearly as dull as it should be – and
there is room for all types of investors.
$
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In calm waters
Both national and international property investors are seeking, above all, a safe option at present. As it
emerges from the economic crisis better than many other markets, Germany therefore has a lot going for it.
By Christiane Harriehausen
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G

ermany is leading the way. In defiance of all prophecies of Germany at the CB Richard Ellis (CBRE) consultancy, is observing
doom the “country of poets and philosophers” is proving to growing interest in Germany on the part of foreign investors once
be the engine of the European economy. The financial crisis again. “Opportunistic investors are again looking around in the
may have left its mark on Germany, putting a heavy dampener market in search of property with high growth potential”, reports
on the property market, but the major German property markets the real estate consultant. German investors are interested on
have emerged from this market cycle comparatively unscathed. the other hand chiefly in safe investments with correspondingly
moderate yields. “Above all family offices,
Above all the investment market is looking
specialised funds, pension funds and openbuoyant once again. “The low point in the crisis Stable German economy
ended real-estate funds are reluctant to make
is very probably behind us. The floors seem to Europe’s biggest economy
risky purchases”. The commercial transaction
have been reached for both yields and property in figures
volume rose markedly in 2010 compared with
prices”, notes Ralph Henger, real estate expert Population in million
82
at the Cologne Institute for Economic Research
the previous year. Having reached €13 billion at
Population trend* in 2010
–0.3
(IW), analysing the situation. He observes that in percent
the end of September, it was well above the level
the uncertainty still prevailing among investors
for the whole of 2009. Following a spectacular
Gross domestic product
2,397.1
is directing investments at the very robust (GDP) in 2009 in € billion
final spurt during the fourth quarter of 2010
investment in German commercial property
German property market with its solid returns.
GDP per capita in 2009 in €
29,233
“If Germany remains the growth engine in the
totalled a good €19 billion, falling just short of
debt* in 2010 as a
83.6
European Union, the foreign investment volume National
the €20 billion mark. Portfolio sales accounted
percentage of GDP
should continue to rise”, Henger believes. He
for at least €4.8 billion of this amount, reports
* Forecast
Source: Destatis, GTAI, Q2/2010
sees risks only if the world economy fell back
CBRE. “The focus was on the retail sector”,
into recession, adding, “That would also hit the
clarifies Fabian Klein of CBRE. In 2011, the share
German property markets hard – especially regions with weak of portfolio sales could rise again, he predicts, although buyers
locational conditions”. The current encouraging impetus would would continue to expect price reductions. The duration of the
however predominate, resulting with a brief time lag in rising sale process was not likely to change for the time being either:
demand for office and retail space including in German real estate “Real estate and its risks and opportunities will continue to be
markets, he goes on.
eyed and analysed very closely”. About six months still had to be
It really is the great stability of its markets in particular which factored in for the marketing of a property, with agreement being
makes Germany so attractive to investors: whereas price trends in reached between buyer and vendor more quickly only in isolated
this country are relatively stable, the property markets in the UK cases, he concluded.
and France rose sharply before the crisis only then to plummet
significantly, reports Henger. Fabian Klein, Head of Investment Market conditions stimulate retail investments
A good 40 percent of activity in the German market occurs in
the six major office strongholds of Berlin, Düsseldorf, Frankfurt
Less volatility in Frankfurt am Main
am Main, Hamburg, Cologne and Munich. If medium-sized cities
Performance of office properties in Frankfurt am Main and London
are added, 60 percent of the transaction volume is distributed
(Capital Value Index), Q1/1987 = 100
among about 20 locations. “This means that the smaller locations
London
Frankfurt
still account for about 40 percent. Retail properties above all are
400
purchased in these locations and that is why major investors are
350
still to be found in secondary locations”, explains Fabian Klein
300
250
of CBRE. Secondary locations in particular therefore benefited
200
this year from investors’ great interest in retail space. Its share of
150
the total transaction volume in the German commercial property
100
investment market actually came to a substantial 45 percent in
50
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2010. Office properties on the other hand accounted for only about
Source: Jones Lang LaSalle, Q3/2010
35 percent. “The advantage of retail properties and especially §

International format: the banking
district in the financial centre of
Frankfurt am Main is Germany’s
most well-known office location.
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Country with many centres
Five office centres and 14 retail locations characterise Germany’s
property landscape
Purchasing power**

Centrality*

124.1

97.1

116.9

13.1

Hamburg

Bremen

113.4

104.0

Office space in mil. m2

96.9

138.3

100.6

130.1

111.4

106.6

7.3

Düsseldorf

105.5

115.4

Cologne

128.8

101.0
101,0

Hanover

Essen

129.1

93.7

Berlin

Dortmund

119.1

108.9

18.4

Leipzig

112.1

108.4
10.2

Frankfurt/Main

93.8

Dresden

136.3

107.1

102.7

Nuremberg

Stuttgart

* Given a centrality rating of higher than 100 the inflows of
purchasing power from the surrounding area are higher
than the outflows from the urban area ** retail
trade-related purchasing power; 100 = national average

89.5

125.8

120.4

13.5

Munich

Source: CB Richard Ellis, HSH Real Estate, Jones Lang LaSalle, September 2010

of shopping centres is the stable cash flow and the scarcity of
this asset class owing to restrictive licensing procedures”, notes
the CBRE investment expert, explaining investors’ appetite for
retail properties. In addition, income can be increased through
refurbishment and expansion usually at comparatively manageable
financial outlay.
The Dutch property company Corio achieved one of the
biggest deals of the year, acquiring a portfolio consisting of seven
shopping malls from one of Europe’s biggest shopping centre
developers, Multi Development, for some €1.3 billion. This also
marked the company’s first investment in Germany after a lengthy
search. Corio CEO Gerard Groener has no doubts about the
economic power of Europe’s biggest consumer market. “Another
factor is that the property markets are very stable. These are the
best prerequisites for good yields and safe value increase,” says
Groener. The company is focusing chiefly on the acquisition and
management of inner-city shopping centres. “The size of the city
is not the decisive factor. We also invest in smaller cities, acquiring
properties with development potential if the property’s location,
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size and catchment area are right”, explains Groener. He still sees
some potential especially in the area of redevelopment. Germany’s
federal structure does not bother the Dutchman. “Our company has
a decentralised structure anyway. We always work with the locallybased specialised trades and we are in the process of building up
our team of regular employees in Germany.”
The effort is worthwhile because Corio intends to invest
some €2.5 billion in Germany over the coming years. For AngloSaxon investors, however, the German property market with its
comparatively marked regional differences takes some getting
used to. “Germany is more difficult for foreign companies to
handle because a decentralised organisation is required on the
ground. That is not always efficient”, observes Alexander Möll,
Managing Director Germany of US real estate company Hines.
Overall, Germany was regarded very positively as an investment
target abroad however, he reports. “Growth, the unemployment
rate and above all the relatively high stability during the crisis
have benefited the location”, Möll believes.

Office investment market set to revive in 2011

There are however, especially in the German office market, still
striking differences when compared with Europe’s leading market,
the UK. Whereas major transactions running into several hundreds
of millions of euro are part of day-to-day business in the UK, in
Germany they remained the exception. “If we are talking about
market momentum and size the UK is still well ahead of France
and Germany”, says CBRE Manager Fabian Klein, outlining the
situation. Germany was differently positioned not only because
of its federal structure but also had mostly smaller properties and
submarkets, making the volume of individual transactions much
lower. The sale of “Opernturm” in Frankfurt am Main with the
assistance of CBRE last year was one of few exceptions. Most of
the office properties on the market in this country were priced
from €25 to €50 million, and competition for those buildings was
correspondingly high. “The possible group of investors for office
properties priced between €100 and €200 million is smaller”.
Retail properties were however also in demand in the above €200
million price range, Klein adds.
Following the German investment market’s again very buoyant
performance in 2010, Hines Managing Director Germany Alexander
Möll expects the market to rally further in 2011. The capital pressure on some investors should intensify, he argues. With core real
estate, meaning prime properties with low risk, in short supply and
expensive, some investors would again be firmly on the look-out
for value-added products with growth potential. There were good
opportunities on offer in this segment for project developers. “If
the property’s location is right and it can be transformed through
redevelopment and the relevant lease negotiations into a core
property, interesting business potential does exist.”
Indeed, he describes the adaptation of existing properties to
increased environmental and energy requirements as one of the
key tasks of the future. The refurbishment of buildings in accordance with sustainability criteria would upgrade them significantly.
“In combination with good tenant management in the sense of
forward-looking asset management this will safeguard property
yields going forward.”Möll is sceptical about the prospects for
rising office rents however: this would occur at best where the

International investors returning
Trend of investment in German commercial real estate according to
investor origin, 2005 to Q3/2010 in percent
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Residential and office buildings in Hamburg’s HafenCity
are sought-after properties among international investors.
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supply of prime properties could no longer meet demand over a
reasonable period. “In Munich this is likely to be the case from
2012”, he says, venturing a prediction for the Bavarian capital.
There could be no talk of rental growth across the board though.
“Each of Germany’s major cities follows its own market cycle.”
Bernhard Hansen, Chief Executive of project developer Vivico, is
more optimistic about the future. “Tenant demand for office space
has been picking up again since mid-2010. This is an encouraging
sign for the market.” Certain sales over the past two years have
made the company more active in terms of investment. Vivico’s
biggest projects in the years ahead will include the Skyline Plaza
shopping and conference centre in Frankfurt am Main and the “Tour
Total”, the Total petroleum group’s new German headquarters in
Berlin. A certain reluctance was still being sensed among project
developers, however. “We have been observing a rising interest
in plots of land again since the start of 2010”, says Hansen.

Housing construction projects were being planned for the most
part, however. The real estate sector was suffering chiefly from
the difficult financing situation. However, as Hansen notes: “After
the property industry lost the foundations for new developments
virtually overnight owing to the financial crisis two years ago, the
banks are now proving to be a little more open again.”
In fact Hines expert Möll is observing cut-throat competition
among project developers. Apart from residential housing, there
are currently virtually no major speculative new construction
projects. “If a building project goes ahead then only with a high
level of preletting.” The decisive issue was therefore when the
range of new office space built over recent years would be taken
up by the market, Möll explains. At the height of the market there
were even some forward sales in Germany. These properties which
were sold to the investor with the full letting risk now had to find
users for a start.
§
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Source: BNP Paribas Real Estate, 30.9.2010
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Spectacular start to the 2010 property year: purchase of the Alexa shopping centre by Union Investment.

In Munich this was the case with Parkstadt Schwabing and
Arnulfpark. In the city centre of Frankfurt am Main, the expert
sees in contrast a more manageable range of top properties – and
corresponding opportunities for project developers. “The developer
in Frankfurt must on the other hand factor in higher market
volatility”, he notes.
The hope in virtually all German submarkets – chiefly among
foreign investors – of a favourable rent trend has not been

“Each of Germany’s major cities
follows its own market cycle.”
Alexander Möll, Managing Director of the
Hines real estate company in Germany
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fulfilled overall. This also impedes the planning of new projects.
In addition to a property’s location and standard of finish, the
issue of the right timing for the start of construction therefore
also plays a central role when the future success of a project is
being assessed. “The crisis has opened the eyes of many investors
and project developers to the achievable yield requirements. We
will therefore see smaller properties and longer-term planning
in the coming years, with the focus primarily on the users”,
Möll predicts.
Nonetheless, the expert is not overly worried about the future
development of the German real estate market. The economic
upturn was sustainable because the recovery was based not only
on exports but also on increased domestic demand. A “sensible
interest rate environment” was an additional factor, he added.
The property expert’s conclusion coincides with the judgement of
the IW academic Ralph Henger: “Following the crisis the economy
had taken off strongly again.” If this continues – and there are
many indications that it will – the pre-crisis level will be reached
again as early as 2012.
$

“Germany’s real estate markets
offer unique stability”

Frank Billand, member of the management board of Union Investment Real Estate GmbH, explains why
investors at home and abroad regard the German property market so highly
What is the importance of Germany
to Union Investment?
As a company based in Germany, we boast
excellent local knowledge – and not only
in the top five cities where we also face
competition from international investors.
Thanks to our home advantage, we can
manage risks optimally and exploit investment opportunities and market cycles in a
way that in general only local players can.
Some 40 percent of our property assets
are invested in Germany, underlining the
key importance of this location.

Photos: Keystone Pressedienst/Jochen Zick; Hines; Union Investment

What especially do you value in
German property markets?
Above all, we value the constant trend in
yields and the much lower yield and rent
volatility compared to other European
countries. This means that there are no
excessive value risks in Germany.
In what usage types and locations do
you invest?
The acquisition of retail properties remains
our top priority. Owing to very low vacancy
rates, this property segment generates
the highest cash flows coupled with
manageable risk. We have had very good
experience with shopping centres which
are planned, developed and ultimately
operated by experienced property
companies. In addition, retail parks and
business premises in busy locations are on
our shopping list. We buy office properties
chiefly in real estate strongholds. With
the prices for quality having risen sharply
owing to competition, we are certainly
also on the look-out for suitable properties
in medium-sized cities.
The competition for top properties is high.
How do you respond to that?
Apart from the core segment, where
there is currently a wide gap between

supply and demand, good properties
which are not yet fully let are also
worth considering from our point
of view. We do, however, refuse to
compromise on location and building
quality. This also applies to logistics
properties and hotels. Even during
the crisis, earnings from our hotel
properties held up well and we
are therefore keen to expand our
hotel portfolio.
What opportunities and risks do
you see in Germany?
The encouraging economic situation is
already resulting in a renewed rise in
rents and letting revenues in some cities.
The fast market recovery is also possible
because during this market cycle there
was no overproduction of speculatively
built space in virtually any location.
How do you rate development projects?
Early entry into development projects
has always been an important,
alternative way for us to get hold of
high-quality properties on acceptable
terms. This is especially true of retail
properties such as shopping malls. We
are still reluctant to embark on largescale projects involving a construction
period over many years. In any case,
we only work with experienced and
financially strong partners.

Frank Billand’s responsibilities at Union
Investment Real Estate
GmbH include asset management in Germany.

the relevant certificates. The lack of
a uniform international or even just
European standard makes it however
extremely difficult to assess with
absolute certainty the sustainability of
the property to be purchased and of the
property portfolio. We have therefore
drawn up our own assessment standard
and record systematically the quality of
our property portfolio so as to develop it
further with sustainable target values.
This interview was conducted by
Christiane Harriehausen.

What is the importance of green
buildings?
This new quality standard has become
firmly established with newly built
commercial real estate of high quality in
Germany. Anyone seeking to purchase
a property in the premium segment
today expects it to have been developed
according to sustainability criteria and
for this quality to be backed up by
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The secret is
in the mix
Professional property investors invest in a range
of markets and usage types to reduce risk and
increase opportunity, thus diversifying their portfolios.
By Alexander Heintze

I

nvestors in the Asian property markets achieved huge gains during
the boom years, but saw up to 50 percent wiped off values in the
recent economic crisis. Purchasers of buildings in the top German
locations, by contrast, made modest gains but came through the
crisis relatively unscathed.
In particular, providers of open-ended real estate funds with
broadly diversified holdings have demonstrated the benefits of combining high-opportunity, volatile markets with “boring” but stable
markets. “The evidence shows that such funds were able to compensate for falling markets via other markets or property classes,”
says Volker Noack, deputy member of the management board of
Union Investment Real Estate GmbH, describing the benefits of
broad diversification. With a portfolio comprising 75 properties
across 17 national markets, UniImmo: Europa is an open-ended real
estate fund that has weathered the crisis well. “The fund’s broad
mix of offices, retail premises and hotels is a further stability factor,”
explains Noack.
“Don’t put all your eggs in one basket” is a golden rule of the
investment world which also applies to real estate. Investors in multiple markets or usage types reduce their risk of losses while at the
same time maximising returns for a given risk profile.

Maximum diversification is considered impractical

That sounds simple enough in theory, but is more complex in
practice. While investing in everything, everywhere would ensure
maximum diversification, such an approach would be impractical
and may not deliver satisfactory returns. Investment management company Warburg-Henderson recently carried out a scientific
study to establish the point at which a property portfolio becomes
optimally diversified. The result: “A portfolio can be regarded as
diversified from upwards of about 20 properties,” says Henning
Klöppelt, managing director of Warburg-Henderson, with the risk
of fluctuations in value and thus investment risk falling significantly. “Especially when building a new portfolio, care is needed to
avoid introducing cluster risk. Maximum risk diversification should
be achieved as quickly as possible,” says Volker Noack.
Conversely, however, the more properties a fund contains, the
lower the risk diversification effect of each additional property. When
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a portfolio reaches around 50 properties, more diversification has a
minimal impact on risk, concludes the Warburg-Henderson study.
Optimal investment diversification is a hot topic for all property
investors. Stefan Brendgen, CEO of Allianz Real Estate Germany,
sees it as a dynamic process. “The portfolio must be subjected to
critical scrutiny at regular intervals,” says Brendgen. Four years
ago, Allianz sold two substantial property portfolios for around
€3 billion to reduce its exposure to the German market. The same
trend can be observed among many institutional investors: figures
compiled by the German Investment and Asset Management
Association (BVI) reveal that the proportion of German properties
across all open-ended real estate funds shrank from 61 percent in
2001 to just 28.4 percent this year. Over the same period, fund
investment in properties outside Europe more than doubled, rising
from 5 percent to 13 percent (see chart).

Expanded investment universe

Four legislative changes provided the catalyst for this major shift,
driving forward both the possibilities and the need for geographical diversification of property portfolios. The initial impetus was
provided by the first Financial Markets Promotion Act (FMFG) in
1990, which enabled open-ended real estate funds – governed
since 1969 by the Investment Management Companies Act (KAAG)
– to acquire properties in member states of the European Union
without restriction. This represented a quantum leap given that
previously, at least 80 percent of fund properties had to be located
in Germany. The third FMFG, eight years later, further expanded the
investment universe for open-ended real estate funds.
Since 1998, funds have been permitted to hold (majority)
stakes in real estate companies as well as buying actual properties,
thereby opening up additional options. Joint ventures with reliable
partners are particularly attractive outside Germany and in connection with large transactions. They can also be used to maximise the
tax efficiency of funds. In addition, the third FMFG allowed liquid
funds to be invested in money-market and securities funds. But the
changes didn’t end there: twelve years after the first FMFG allowed
buildings of all types to be acquired anywhere in the EU, the fourth
FMFG, which came into force on 1 July 2002, permitted unrestricted acquisition of properties worldwide. Previously, non-EU §
Real estate funds invest across sectors and regions
Real estate assets in German open-ended real estate funds: breakdown
by property type and changes in geographic distribution (in percent)*
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“Optimal diversification is a
dynamic process. The portfolio
must be subjected to critical
scrutiny at regular intervals.”
Stefan Brendgen, CEO of Allianz Real Estate
Germany

investments had been limited to 20 percent of a fund’s real estate
assets. At the same time, minority holdings in property companies
were now allowed – another logical development, since many
countries impose restrictions even on indirect acquisition of real
estate by non-nationals and frequently prohibit foreign acquisition
of majority stakes in companies. The amendment to the German
Investment Act, which came into force at the end of December
2007 (the Investment Act replaced the Investment Management
Companies Act in January 2004) was an acknowledgement of a
changed property investment reality, particularly outside Germany.
Under the new provisions, open-ended real estate funds can
invest in property companies that in turn hold stakes in other
property companies.

Spreading the risk across markets

Professional property investors spread the risk via different usage
types as well as across markets. Allianz Real Estate, for example,
has also cut back its exposure to the office market and thus
reduced its dependence on the sector, preferring instead to boost
its retail holdings. The company purchased 80 Aldi Süd discount

The Arkadia shopping
centre in Warsaw
is the largest of its
type in Poland.
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stores in summer 2010, along with major shopping centres in
Budapest, Rotterdam, Rome and Paris. Retail properties are particularly popular with investors at the moment because they are less
cyclically sensitive and have been a secure source of income during
the crisis.
As the BVI figures show, open-ended real estate funds have
also gradually reduced the proportion of office buildings in their
portfolios over the past decade from more than 70 percent to
just over 60 percent. Retail properties rose from 15 percent to 20
percent during the same period. Union Investment went even further, with retail assets accounting for up to 30 percent of its fund
portfolios.
Investing in multiple countries and different property types are
just two ways of achieving diversification. Other methods include
diversification by risk category, such as core (safe), value added
(riskier) and opportunistic (management-intensive). Investors can
also spread risk by varying the total investment per building and
choosing a specific mix of industries, tenants and lease periods
(see box).

Mixing usage types and asset age

A balanced mix of buildings of various ages is another popular
way of achieving diversification. A recent survey by the German
Investment and Asset Management Association suggests that
open-ended real estate funds take particular care to avoid holding
too many older buildings. As of 30 September 2010, a third of their
properties were no more than five years old, with around a further
third being constructed between 2000 and 2005.
The survey found that the proportion of properties built after
1995 was almost 80 percent. The benefits are clear: maintenance
costs are correspondingly low, so having such a modern property

The Reforma
265 office tower
in Mexico City
is part of the
Union Investment
portfolio.

portfolio gives a sustained fillip to fund performance. Often, broadly
diversified funds and large institutional investors combine strategies within a portfolio, something that the majority of smaller
specialist funds find harder to do. A fund focusing exclusively on
German office properties, for example, needs to make greater use
of other instruments to compensate for its lack of exposure to
other markets and property types.

“Especially when building a new
portfolio, care is needed to avoid
introducing cluster risk.”
Volker Noack, deputy member of the management board of Union Investment Real
Estate GmbH

Structuring lease periods

Andreas Kneip, CEO of Catella Real Estate, illustrates the problem
by way of a concrete example: “Alongside nursing homes, we
also acquire sports and rehabilitation clinics and medical logistics facilities for our healthcare fund, and will shortly be adding a
mother-and-child health clinic.” As specialisation increases, diversification becomes even more difficult.
Catella Max, an open-ended retail fund for high-net-worth
individuals and smaller institutional customers, invests solely in
Munich, a city noted for its resilient property values. It partly uses
different building types to achieve the desired diversification, with
holdings including an office building in the Maxvorstadt district
and a mixed residential/commercial building in the Pasing area. In
a fund like this, however, diversification via different lease periods,
the number of tenants in a building and the length of loan terms
play an equally important role. For Kneip, tenant structure is a key
parameter: “It’s something that was largely ignored in the past,”
he points out.
Having a mix of lease durations is also becoming a significant
factor. For example, if ten-year leases were agreed simultaneously
for every property in a portfolio, the fund’s letting risk would be
particularly high when the leases expire. “Short leases, and particularly buildings with a mix of tenants and lease periods, are popular

nowadays because they are seen as reducing risk,” explains Kneip.
Volker Noack of Union Investment agrees: “We take pains to
ensure we have several different lease periods within a property.”
This helps to cushion a property portfolio against fluctuations in
the wider economy.
Only between 10 percent and 11 percent of leases in German
open-ended real estate funds are due for renegotiation before the
end of 2014. 34 percent of leases have from four to nine years
left to run, while 18 percent do not need to be renegotiated until
1 January 2020, according to the BVI.
“This is partly why we restrict the number of properties in
the portfolio that are let to a single tenant,” says Noack, citing a
further diversification tool. The loss of an important tenant due to
insolvency or other reasons thus has an extremely limited impact
on the performance of the overall portfolio.
Which brings us back to the main objective of a carefully
crafted portfolio diversification strategy: to combine and balance
the individual components such that while changes to parts of the
portfolio may have a temporary adverse effect, they never compromise the stability of the entire portfolio.
$

How professional investors make use of diversification in their real estate portfolios
There are many ways for investors to
diversify a property portfolio, i.e. spread
the risk across multiple categories to
optimise the risk/reward profile. The key
parameters are summarised below:

Photo: Union Investment (2); Allianz; Agentur Anzenberger

• Country: Geographical diversification by
country and region makes it possible to
leverage the opportunities offered by
different market cycles.

• Risk category: A distinction is made

between prime properties in top
locations (core), properties with valueappreciation potential (value added)
and high-risk or empty buildings and
development projects (opportunistic).
Focusing on a particular risk

category or choosing a specific mix
has a major impact on the risk in a
property portfolio.

• Property size: Diversification across a

range of property sizes offers greater
flexibility in terms of acquisitions and
sales and also reduces cluster risk. By
contrast, holding a small number of large
properties means less management effort.

• Loan term: Expiry of debt finance can
be staggered over time to reduce
interest rate risk on refinancing.

• Lease term: Leases with different

expiry dates are an ideal way of
spreading letting risk within a property

or portfolio. On the other hand,
depending on the chosen strategy it
can also be advantageous if leases
expire simultaneously, e.g. to allow
refurbishment of a vacant building.

• Tenant: Diversification within a property portfolio by sector, number of
tenants and tenant creditworthiness
has an impact on reletting and default
risk. The same principle applies to
individual properties.

• Usage type: Combining different usage
types such as office, retail, logistics,
warehouse, residential and specialpurpose buildings reduces dependency
on demand in a particular sector.
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Five stars for sustainability
Environmental protection and energy saving have played an increasingly important role for hotel operators in
recent years, and have now also caught on with investors. By Maria Pütz-Willems

The Freiburg Victoria is a “zero
emissions hotel” thanks to the solar
and wind power generated from its
“energy garden”.
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erspiration for power: at the four-star Crowne Plaza Copenhagen
Towers hotel, guests busily pedal on “energy bicycles”, thereby
generating power and working off calories – until dinner. In fact,
every guest who manages to generate at least ten watt-hours of energy
receives a free evening meal of regional products courtesy of the hotel.
Yet this is not the only reason why Denmark’s first CO2-neutral hotel
building was crowned last October as the “world’s greenest hotel”.
The establishment owes its 2010 Ecotourism Award, organised by Skal
International, the worldwide association of travel and tourism industry
professionals, to its sophisticated energy and environmental concept:
the cooling and heating system is fed by groundwater and the façade
is fitted with the largest solar-panel system in Northern Europe. All the
rooms are equipped with energy-saving appliances and lighting systems,
and the shampoo bottles, toothbrushes and shower caps are biodegradable. The restaurant prepares only regionally sourced foodstuffs and
kitchen waste is used to produce biogas and fertiliser.
The Crowne Plaza is only one example of how sustainability has
gained a foothold in Europe’s hotel industry. It has been on the strategic agenda of Europe’s biggest hotel chain Accor since 1998; to mark
its launch a list of 65 binding environmental activities was drawn up
in cooperation with the United Nations for the Accor establishments.
This list has now evolved into the global Earth Guest Programme, with
eight priorities, ranging from water and waste reduction to food and
social programmes, including campaigns to combat child labour and
child prostitution. Accor was therefore very quick to link environmental
responsibility to corporate social responsibility (CSR) in its own hotels
and in terms of the relevant objectives. The largest Scandinavian hotel
chain Scandic developed a holistic environmental and sustainability
agenda back in 1994. Its prime objective was to reduce water and energy
consumption in the hotels and to lower carbon dioxide emissions.
A similar concept is being pursued by the world’s largest hotel
chain, the Intercontinental Hotels Group (IHG), to which the Crowne
Plaza brand belongs. The “Green Engage” catchphrase encompasses
the eco standards for the individual establishments, which are continued
in CSR activities. The chains communicate their standards and benchmarks via intranet. Each hotelier can, for example, work out the potential
savings offered by measures to increase energy efficiency online or compare themselves against sister hotels. “After the wage bill, energy and
waste now represent the second biggest cost in any hotel”, says Martin
Bowen, Associate Vice President of Development for IHG Deutschland.
“Being green” is therefore now a must for hotel operators: “If we lack
commitment, our customers will stop coming”, notes Bowen. “Powerful

Independents dominate
Hotels in Europe according to operator; share of quality categories in the
chain hotel sector

“Anyone who invests 10 percent
in sustainability can count on
savings of at least 20 percent.”
Luis Ortega, Environment & Engineering
Corporate Officer, NH Hoteles

corporate clients are also applying pressure”, adds Caroline Andrieux,
Project Manager for Sustainability at Accor. Major companies such as
Siemens or Telekom, which book millions of overnight stays at hotels
worldwide every year, have laid down in their own standards that their
employees must be accommodated only in “green” hotels.

Growing importance of certifications

Hotel operators have also recently begun to sense growing interest in
this topic from the investment sector: many real estate funds invest in
“green hotels” because they can also sell on energy-efficient buildings
with consequently lower operating costs for a better price later. The
result is that experienced hotel chains have started to advise investors even before the start of construction and – as in the case of Accor
– are getting deeply involved in researching such issues as the use of
renewable energies.
Union Investment is also working closely to develop the first Scandic
hotel in Hamburg with the Scandinavian hotel operator. The establishment – part of the Emporio ensemble in Hamburg’s city centre – is being
developed according to strict sustainability criteria. After all, it is not only
the operators who have recognised that anyone seeking to manage a
hotel sustainably must direct their attention above all at the property
itself. It plays a key role because hotels are service providers operating
24 hours a day with high consumption of resources over the building’s
whole life cycle. “A general market observation can be made that an
increasing number of sustainable buildings are attracting the attention of
investors and fund companies”, confirms Ingo Weiss, Head of Real Estate
Advisory Services at Jones Lang LaSalle. “The reasons for this are the
qualitative gain from construction and from the implementation of sustainable standards, but also the confidence that premium properties will
in future occupy the top position only with recognised sustainability certification.“ It is therefore noticeable that hotel buildings are increasingly §
Well-filled project pipeline
Hotel projects in Europe according to category
Chain hotels at planning stage
Chain hotels under construction

Photos: Best Western; NH Hoteles
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Guests of the Crowne Plaza in Copenhagen generating
electricity (left); the new Scandic hotel in Hamburg will offer
“ecorooms” (right, simulated image); there is huge emphasis
on energy saving at the Radisson Blu in Kraków (above).
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gaining certification. Hotel chains not only follow their own standards
but also use the building certifications in accordance with national or
international standards. The US approval system for “green” buildings,
LEED (Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design), is currently the
most widely used for hotel buildings worldwide. The environmental compatibility of buildings is classified in four categories: “certified”, “silver”,
“gold” or “platinum”. The German Sustainable Building Council (DGNB)
offered certification only up to “gold” – which in practice puts it at a
disadvantage in relation to LEED: “Because platinum is worth more
than gold, many developers opt for LEED certification”, noted Alexander
Rieck, an architect from Stuttgart specialising in sustainable building,
during a discussion at last year’s Expo Real. He was critical of the fact
that the Germans had jumped on this bandwagon far too late.
The German Sustainable Building Council (DGNB) has been working
on certification standards for hotel buildings for a year, but while they
are being finalised, other national certification systems are making the
running, such as the British BREEAM (BRE Environmental Assessment
Method) or the Swiss MINERGIE label. The importance of certification
is demonstrated by the fact that individual establishments even seek
certificates for sub-areas of their business. For example, the Radisson
Blu Hotel in Kraków, a property belonging to the UniImmo: Europa fund,
was awarded the title of top hotel worldwide for sustainable seminars
and events in October 2010.

The German Sustainable Building Council (DGNB) presented its
own certification system for hotel buildings at the BAU fair in
Munich in January. In its current version it is geared towards new
buildings. A differentiation is made according to star categories or
whether the property concerned is in an urban or rural location.

• Similar to the DGNB-approved scheme for office buildings,

environmental, economic and social aspects are checked,
as well as the technical quality of the building, the process
quality during planning and construction and the quality of the
location. The result from scrutiny of the location does not count
towards the overall evaluation.

• In the examination of life cycle costs, the outlay for cleaning
measures, energy and drinking water consumption and the
costs of building maintenance carry weight.

• The DGNB system also measures guests’ comfort: soundproofing,
cosiness and accessibility for disabled people are examined.

www.dgnb.de/international/index.php

Investment pays off

“Investors have very quickly developed an awareness of sustainable
hotels in recent years”, notes Caroline Andrieux of Accor, underlining
the trend. Fund companies have been raising certain questions for years,
and the curiosity of private investors is now also being aroused. “If
energy can be purchased for a reasonable price, a sustainable building
can pay for itself within ten years”, says the Accor manager, venturing a sweeping estimate; this period could be reduced even further for
Mediterranean countries thanks to the use of solar power, for example. “Anyone who invests 10 percent in sustainability can count on
savings of at least 20 percent”, believes Luis Ortega, Environment &
Engineering Corporate Officer with the also environmentally focused
NH Hoteles of Madrid. An emissions-free hotel is being worked on at
present. According to its own statistics, Accor reduced energy consumption per room by about 8 percent between 2006 and 2009. Water
consumption per occupied room fell by 4 percent over the same period.
NH Hoteles cites similar figures: energy consumption has fallen by more
than 7 percent per room and guest since 2007, with water consumption down by 15 percent.
Such measures are more difficult to put into practice at IHG. With
4,500 hotels, IHG may be the world’s biggest hotel group but the
majority of the establishments are managed by franchise partners,

Photos: PR (2); Union Investment; IHG Group

New DGNB seal of approval for hotel buildings

“Being green is a must for hotel
operators. If we lack commitment,
our customers will stop coming.”
Martin Bowen, Associate Vice President
Development, IHG Deutschland

meaning independent companies, which the franchiser cannot simply
order to act sustainably. Nevertheless, IHG is managing to persuade
more and more establishments of all brands and categories to embrace
environmentally friendly practices. Developer Martin Bowen explains
how: “We are turning to the building owners”, he says. For example,
with Holiday Inn there is an association to which all property owners
belong. “And among them we have multiple owners often with hundreds of hotels, meaning that the arguments in favour of eco-friendly
practices are swiftly taken on board and the measures can be speedily
implemented.” Like many of his colleagues, Bowen is convinced that
the sustainability issue will tie investors and operators together more
than ever over the long term. The two parties would only benefit if they
worked out from the outset how to transfer the investment, still considerable at present, into cost savings. This should also change contractual
arrangements between the parties in the future, he concludes.
In addition, many small and medium-sized hoteliers “naturally” pay
attention to sustainability when building new or refurbishing existing
properties. One of the first and most active hotels in Germany is the
Best Western Premier Hotel Victoria in Freiburg. The franchise chain’s
privately run property first embraced environmentally friendly practices
back in 1985, and since 2002 has been calling itself a “zero emissions
hotel” because its total energy consumption for heating, cooling and
electricity is drawn from renewable energies. Like the Copenhagen
Crowne Plaza, the Hotel Victoria has also earned the title “world’s
most environmentally friendly hotel”. The property has twice won the
IH&RA Environmental Award, handed out annually by the International
Hotel and Restaurant Association. Guests can also pedal away in the
hotel’s own fitness room – they do not generate any power though.
This comes from the “energy garden” complete with windmills and
solar modules on the roof.
$
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Climate-neutral thanks to a credit
In order to improve their carbon footprint, real estate companies can boost the energy efficiency of their buildings –
or they can purchase emissions certificates. This, however, does not always make sense. By Christian Hunziker
Irrespective of this contractual commitment companies can also
make use of the CDM on a voluntary basis. How this works was
recently demonstrated by the Real Estate Management Institute (REMI)
at the European Business School (EBS) in Wiesbaden. “It seems appropriate to us as a researching institute to take on a pioneering role in
sustainability”, says Daniel Landgraf, doctoral student of the Aarealsponsored Chair of Real Estate Investment and Financing and initiator
of the project. The institute therefore purchased emissions certificates
to offset its annual carbon dioxide discharge of 61 tonnes – thus turning into a “climate-neutral” operation.

New topic for property industry

In the German real estate industry the Wiesbaden academics are somewhat alone in adopting this approach. Landgraf is certainly not aware
of any German real estate company which has a policy of purchasing
emissions certificates. The issue also seems to be catching on only
gradually even at association level – the German Property Federation
(ZIA), as the umbrella organisation of the German real estate industry,
does not yet intend to assess the potential of emissions certificates.
The international professional association for real estate professionals,

The Indian wind farm on Cape
Comorin in Tamil Nadu is a
certified climate protection project.

Photos: agenda/Joerg Boethling; Climate Partner Deutschland

A

t Expo 2010 in Shanghai, it was not only the visitors who
gazed in curiosity at the US pavilion. Climate protection experts
also showed an interest in the building erected as a result of
donations of US$60 million. US Secretary of State Hillary Clinton had
promised that the pavilion’s operation would be climate-neutral, and
this promise was kept through the purchase of emissions certificates
to offset the 8,250 tonnes of carbon dioxide emitted as a result of
the construction of the almost 6,000 square-metre-large building and
its six-month period of operation. Thanks to the purchase of these
certificates the operators of the US pavilion supported three Chinese
environmental projects, including the building of mini hydroelectric
power stations.
The Kyoto Protocol of 1997 forms the basis of the market in
emissions certificates. It contains an instrument for the reduction of
CO2 emissions, the Clean Development Mechanism (CDM), which is
intended to promote eco-compatible development. The principle is
as follows: emissions certificates are issued for projects in developing and emerging countries which reduce greenhouse gas emissions.
These certificates can be purchased by industrialised nations in order
to reach their contractually agreed CO2 targets.

the Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors (RICS), on the other
hand, takes a different view: emissions trading could bring benefits
if it “supports the voluntary sustainability process of the real estate
industry as an additional tool”, notes Rüdiger Hornung, Chair of the
Professional Group on Sustainability of RICS Deutschland.
At international level, the CB Richard Ellis (CBRE) consultancy is
currently examining how emissions certificates can help to achieve
the goal of carbon neutrality it has set itself. “We are pursuing”,
says Andrew Baker, Sustainable Energy Manager with CBRE, “an
extremely rigorous selection process in order to lay down which
offset measures we intend to invest in, the aim being to ensure
that our investment is being directed in the right place.” Baker thus
touches on an issue which is cited by many critics of emissions certificates: unreliable quality control. Whilst CDM measures conducted
at inter-state level are subject to strict monitoring by the UN Climate
Secretariat, with voluntary measures neither validation through
inspection agencies nor official registration are mandatory.

Certified certificates

Nevertheless, the purchaser of emissions certificates is able to make
sure that their money is being invested in a reputable project. There
are various certifications for CDM projects on the market, the most
stringent of which is the Gold Standard, developed in cooperation
with the WWF environmental organisation. It demonstrates, for example, that the criterion of additionality has been fulfilled. This proves
that the CO2-reducing measure could not have been carried out without the money generated by the sale of the emissions certificates.
If, for example, conventional light bulbs are replaced with energysaving bulbs owing to a legal requirement, this does not constitute
an additional measure.
REMI decided to purchase its emissions certificates – in this case
for a wind-power project in India – from Climate Partner Deutschland,
a Munich-based consultancy specialising in climate protection. The
consultancy offers its customers a selection of certified and thus
quality-checked emissions credits. Daniel Überall of Climate Partner
Deutschland, however, stresses that their purchase was simply the
last step: “It is first necessary to avoid or to reduce CO2 emissions,
and only then to offset them through certificates.” Anyone seeking to
draw up a carbon dioxide balance must first calculate their CO2 emissions. The Wiesbaden academics at REMI now know the consumption
data for their establishment and are not only relying on certificates
but also improving their carbon footprint through targeted changes
in behaviour. “The professors now travel on business trips by rail if
possible and no longer by plane”, notes project initiator Landgraf as
an example. However, the scope for reducing building-related consumption in leased premises was limited, he added.

“It is first necessary to avoid or
to reduce CO2 emissions, and
only then to offset them through
certificates.”
Daniel Überall, spokesman of Climate
Partner Deutschland

Tips for voluntary climate protection
Electricity producers and industries with high energy consumption,
such as heavy industry, are obliged to purchase emissions
certificates. Other industries, including real estate companies,
can participate in similar programmes on a voluntary basis.

• Through the voluntary purchase of certificates companies

can for example offset their CO2 consumption from business
travel or events. However, if the internationally recognised
standard of the Greenhouse Gas Protocol Initiative is followed,
the greenhouse gas balance to be offset also covers heating,
electricity, paper and water consumption and employees’
journeys to and from the respective activity. The Greenhouse
Gas Protocol Initiative’s website offers a tool for calculating
your carbon footprint. www.ghgprotocol.org

• Emissions certificates can be purchased in various ways. The

providers include exchanges such as Bayerische Börse with its
Greenmarket platform, trading platforms such as the Stuttgart
company Fichtner and consultancies such as Climate Partner
Deutschland and Greenmiles. www.climatepartner.com;
www.greenmarket-exchange.com; www.co2-info.com;
www.greenmiles.de

• A register of projects under the Clean Development Mechanism
(CDM), which have been certified according to the especially
strict Gold Standard with the cooperation of the WWF
environmental organisation, can be found on the internet at:
http://goldstandard.apx.com

Property portfolio holders have much greater scope – they can,
after all, tackle the root of the problem through energy-efficient
measures in buildings and the buildings services. According to Tajo
Friedemann, sustainability expert with property consultancy Jones
Lang LaSalle (JLL), they should also get to grips with the issue of
emissions certificates. A reason for this, Friedemann explains, is that
the lawmakers could levy a CO2 tax in future. “Against this background it is legitimate to become proactive and to seek market-based
CO2-avoiding mechanisms.”
The JLL expert even goes a step further by including so-called
white certificates in the debate. This is a reference to emissions credits which are awarded to a company if it reduces CO2 emissions below
a stipulated level. The relevant pilot projects have been conducted
in the EU in France and Italy to date. The credits thus earned could
then be sold by the real estate company concerned.
Emissions reduction as a source of income – this may be an
attractive idea, but it comes with a number of unresolved issues.
Who determines, for example, whether it constitutes an additional
investment? And who benefits from the revenue – the owner, who
has installed a new heating system, or the user who is heating economically? Friedemann’s conclusion: “A lot of groundwork still has
to be done.”
$
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Photos: Union Investment; Interpolis

Communicative
places – the foyer
of the Atrium office
building in BoulogneBillancourt close to
Paris (below), which
belongs to the Union
Investment portfolio,
and the lobby of
the Dutch insurance
group Interpolis
in Tilburg (left).
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Successful lobbying
They used to just fulfil a function – but now they have a mission. The foyers of office buildings are intended to
demonstrate what a company stands for. By Johanna Lutteroth

H

amburg’s new HafenCity district has gained a new attraction:
Unilever’s headquarters in Germany, directly on the banks of the
River Elbe, impresses with its modern architecture, its sustainable construction – and its communicative foyer. The stunning building
has just received third prize in the Prime Property Award (see page 32)
and is regarded as a model for future office blocks. The atrium alone,
to which the public has access, is six storeys high. It is criss-crossed
with stairs and walkways interconnecting the work areas. Instead of
the standard grey, white and black office colours, the Unilever tones
of green, yellow and orange dominate. All the offices adjoining the
atrium have glass walls, making them also visible from the foyer.
Instead of an imposing reception desk and tasteful seating, there is
now a “Langnese café” with a stunning terrace right on the banks
of the Elbe, a spa, which is also open to the public, and a small shop
selling the company’s products. There is no more impressive way for
the British consumer goods group to showcase what it is and what
it makes.
On the other hand, its critics argue that the atrium is a complete
waste of space. The building certainly loses several thousand square
metres of office space as a result. Unilever sees things differently. “We
wanted to create a direct meeting place between our employees and
consumers. At the same time, all our visitors have the chance to experience our brands live”, says Michael von Rudloff, Supply Chain General
Manager with Unilever and the new building’s Project Manager. In plain
language, this means that the atrium is intended to function not only
as a lobby but also as a place of communication – and is therefore a
marketing tool.

The Netherlands as model

This is a concept which is on trend. Clients, architects and interior
designers are wondering how a feel for the company and its brand
can be conveyed to the visitor even in the foyer. Just a few years
ago, a foyer was chiefly functional and representative: a few tasteful pictures on the wall, some seating and a reception desk. The
guest was supposed to feel welcome but also be impressed by such
things as the high-quality finish. The visitor usually learnt little more
about the company, however, than its name, which was often displayed prominently on the wall above the reception desk. Whether
it was an insurance group, a bank or a law firm – such foyers were
interchangeable.
Nowadays it is the foyer’s responsibility to communicate with
guests and to welcome them. The aim is to convey to every new
visitor a message about the company “en passant” or “in passing”.
“The visitor should be able to sense the corporate philosophy”, says
Brigitte Schöpf, co-owner of Schöpf + Partner, the architecture and
design agency based in Wuppertal.
§
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The Dutch have been playing a pioneering role in the field of
“lobbying” in Europe for some years. The Interpolis insurance group,
for example, was one of the first back in 1996 to dare to introduce
flexible workstations at its head office in the Dutch town of Tilburg.
The client was just as bold when designing the two-storey foyer
which resembles a hotel lobby. The intention is clear: the Interpolis
foyer is to serve as a meeting place for staff and visitors. That is why
there is also a café here as well as ample comfortable seating. Even
some workstations are accommodated in the foyer. Again, the visitor immediately has the feeling of being in the thick of things. “It is
a living lobby. That is what makes it so unique”, notes Schöpf. The
group is thus letting it be known that it is open, transparent and
communicative – values which are advantageous to the marketing
of its insurance products.
The former group headquarters of furniture maker Samas in the
Dutch town of Houten is also regarded as a model in the lobby field.
Until the summer of 2010, the company, recently taken over by its rival
Ahrend, displayed modern works of art in the foyer of the now empty
building in Houten. In a similar way to Interpolis, Samas was realising
its vision of a working world of the future in the head office, which
was opened as recently as 2006. This was also reflected in the design
of the foyer, again featuring two storeys. The works of art appeared
to play with the visitor: between 20 and 30 colourful aviaries were

positioned in the foyer. They were intended to immediately catch the
visitor’s attention, make them hesitate initially and then realise they
were in fact works of art. “This was fresh, young and dynamic. And
this is exactly how the company wanted to present itself”, says Johann
Eisele, Professor of Architecture at Darmstadt Technical University,
who visited the building many times to gain new ideas along with
decision-makers from Philips and Daimler. Art also plays a prominent
role in an office building of the US motor home manufacturer Rexhall
in Pittsburgh. The city’s three rivers are reproduced in blue glass on
its ceiling. The cool and ultramodern foyer is striking, not only due to
its architecture, but also chiefly as an exhibition space.
Architect Eisele would like to see more German companies willing
to create such bold foyer statements. Many clients were chiefly interested in utilising the existing space as efficiently as possible for cost
reasons, he notes. The idea of using a lobby for marketing purposes is
still too extravagant for many. Rainer Kaiser of the Düsseldorf-based
firm HPP Architekten has had a similar experience. “Germans usually
adopt a more conservative approach to such matters. This therefore
makes it difficult to implement new foyer concepts”, he explains. HPP
Architekten did manage to do this with their “Allianz Kai” building
on the banks of the River Main in Frankfurt, using the foyer in a key
role.” Like his colleagues in Pittsburgh, the artist Stephan Huber has
reproduced in the glass-filled space the flow of the river with blue

Three examples of
new foyer concepts:
cool light in Frankfurt’s
Allianz Kai (above left),
captivating colours at
the Unilever House in
Hamburg (above right)
and contemporary
presentation at Union
Investment’s listed
Emporio building in
Hamburg (simulated
image).
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fluorescent tubes which wind above visitors’ heads. The neon flow is
lined by 21 glass river saints who guard the Main.

Business card even for multi-tenant buildings

“Such ideas can be implemented most consistently when an office building is being constructed for an innovative group’s own use”, says Rainer
Kaiser. Yet even with multi-tenant buildings the foyer served as a business
card for the companies housed there. The design scope may be reduced
but still exists, he goes on. “Successful lobbies have a mixed use”, notes
the Hamburg interior designer Stephen Williams, regardless of whether
they are in multi-tenant buildings or group head offices. This could take
the form of a cafeteria, a kiosk or works of art, for example. “The visitor
must be able to occupy their time while waiting”, says Williams, adding,
“They should feel welcome”. This approach has been put into practice
at the Environment and Technology Centre in Berlin-Adlershof, which
was designed and built by Johann Eisele. The foyer has a café where
staff and visitors can meet, which gives this comparatively anonymous
building a personal and almost homely atmosphere. Another example of
well-thought-out lobby design is the “Emporio”, situated in the heart of
Hamburg city centre. The Unilever group resided here for many decades

before relocating to HafenCity in 2009. The building, constructed in the
1960s and classified as a historical monument, is currently being completely revamped and expanded by Union Investment. Even the foyer of
the Emporio, with its fine wall cladding made of natural stone and the
unique, original quartzite flooring, is under a protection order. Over the
decades the spacious foyer has been steadily reduced in size, with space
being set aside for the post room and storerooms among other things.
“The lobby is now being returned to its original state. We want to recreate a prestigious foyer, offering an experience once again”, notes HPP
architect Rainer Kaiser, who is in charge of the restoration project.
An appealing foyer in a multi-tenant building is also regarded as
an important marketing tool in the USA. The foyers of existing office
buildings are therefore being renovated by the dozen. At present the
Empire State Building is probably the most well-known example. Last
year the whole foyer, which was remodelled back in the 1960s in
line with contemporary taste, was laid bare and its original Art Deco
character reclaimed – including the ceiling paintings which had been
concealed for decades under plasterboard. In addition to performing their task of sober functionality, freestyle foyers show what they
really are: places of welcome and communication.
$

“A complex symphony’s overture”
The architect Hadi Teherani, who founded the Hamburg architectural firm BRT together with Jens Bothe and
Kai Richter 20 years ago, on his idea of a perfect foyer

Photos: HGEsch; Adam Mørk; Union Investment; Marion Losse/VISUM

What function must a foyer fulfil?
It is the company’s business card. Without
completely giving away the building’s
appeal, the foyer is the promising overture
in a complex symphony of architectural
space. That is why there are no rules of
thumb for success. The spatial idea must
be original in order to convince.

together. This is an ideal which may not
be achieved in every individual case. This
is exactly my aim, however. What is the
point of spoiling the dish by using too
many chefs?
Can you think of any successful examples?
The foyer designed by Jean Nouvel
over seven floors for the new concert

Has its function changed?
As with every other area of the building
the main aim today is to communicate
emotional values. This is especially true of
the foyer because this is where the visitor
gains their first impression beyond the
frontage. You become a part of the scenery
yourself and experience the building’s
qualities directly. If expectations are not
fulfilled at this point it is difficult to revise
the judgement already made.
What are the roles of the architecture and
interior design respectively?
The two are of equal importance to me,
since both levels of design intrinsically go

hall in Copenhagen is a very exciting
space because it goes beyond the
usual horizontal framework and almost
explodes vertically. On the other hand, a
horizontal design can be very exciting if
the external and internal areas interact
and a dramatic outlook is added, as
has been very successfully achieved
with the new Copenhagen theatre by
Lundgaard & Tranberg.
How does an architect go about designing
a foyer?
The character, idea, material – every detail
of a foyer must fit in with the building. No
single part of the architecture can live a
life of its own. With every structure it is
about conveying a consistent, formal and,
not least, also an emotional concept. As
an architect and designer you run with the
hare and hunt with the hounds, always
staging only fragments of a complete work.

Hadi Teherani views the interior and
exterior as an inseparable whole.

Hadi Teherani was interviewed by
Johanna Lutteroth.
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Competition winner:
the Palmas Altas
Technological Center
in Seville.

European showpiece projects
E

xtraordinary, unique and bold: at the 2010 Prime Property Award
ceremony held at the Expo Real commercial property fair in Munich
last autumn, superlatives were called for. The Sustainable Investment
Conference was indeed dominated by sustainable real estate of showpiece quality. With its Prime Property Award, Union Investment honoured
for the second time outstanding European real estate projects which combine economic success with environmental and socio-cultural sustainability
in exemplary fashion. The high standards set aroused great interest once
again: entries were submitted from a total of 142 property projects executed
in 19 European countries for the prestigious prize worth €30,000. Fourteen
projects from six countries were shortlisted by the international jury.
The first prize for the best sustainable real estate investment in Europe
– the Palmas Altas Technological Center in Seville – went to Bovis Lend
Lease, one of the world’s leading project management and construction
companies. With 55,000 square metres of office space, the award-winning
headquarters of the Abengoa environmental and technology group is one
of the largest private-initiative technology and business parks in southern
Spain. The joint design conceived by the London architect’s office Rogers
Stirk Harbour + Partners and the Madrid Vidal Architecture
Team combines a very high-quality working environment
with outstanding environmentally sustainable architecture.
The jury lauded Palmas Altas as a prime example of the
sustainability of architecture and technology and praised
the energy-efficient building concept.
Second place in the 2010 Prime Property Award competition was won by Schweizer Neue Brünnen AG, which

planned and created the Westside Leisure and Shopping Centre in Berne,
based on the design of the Zürich-based Studio Daniel Libeskind and
Burckhardt + Partner from Berne. It was, above all, the holistic quality of
the 141,500-square-metre centre that won over the jury. The unusual mix
of 55 shops, leisure pool, multiplex cinema, hotel and accommodation for
senior citizens creates a synthesis between urban architecture and nature
while impressing with its ambitious energy concept. Third prize in the 2010
Prime Property Award competition went to Hochtief Projektentwicklung
GmbH for the 22,800-square-metre Unilever House in Hamburg, planned by
the Stuttgart-based Behnisch Architekten. The German headquarters of the
Dutch consumer goods manufacturer with its transparent external façade
is an attractive and eye-catching new landmark building in Hamburg’s
HafenCity district. Owing to its open communicative architecture the jury
rated the structure as a model for future office buildings.
A “Special Award” went to the housing association of Stadt Augsburg
GmbH for the new City Library, a bold design by Schrammel Architekten
which has triggered further investment in the city. A second special
prize was awarded to SMA Solar Technology AG for its “production
hall” in Niestetal near Kassel. In the jury’s judgement, the CO2-neutral energy and building concept,
for which HHS Planer + Architekten was responsible, is setting new standards in industrial production
plant design.
$

The Westside Leisure and Shopping Centre in Berne
was awarded second prize in the competition.

The jury awarded the third prize to Unilever’s German
headquarters in Hamburg’s HafenCity.
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The 2010 Prime Property Award rewarded the best European real estate investments. By Elke Hildebrandt

NEWS

Union Investment bundles French asset management activities
within its own subsidiary
LOCAL ASSET MANAGEMENT On 1 January
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2011, Union Investment Real Estate GmbH

real estate holding abroad. “The bundling of

acquired its longstanding French asset
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management partner Euragone Asset
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Management. The new subsidiary called Union
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from Paris. Dominique Dudan, who previously

decision was the size of the portfolio, the

held senior managerial posts with Accor Hotels

planned further expansion in France as well

& Resorts, HSBC Real Estate and BNP Paribas

as the advantages of direct proximity to the

Immobilier, has been put in charge. The broadly

market, he continues. A sign of more active

fund management company UFG Real Estate

diversified real estate portfolio held by Union

asset management, including in France, is the

Managers, which paid some €120 million

Investment in Paris, Marseilles and Limoges

sale of the two Axialys I and Axialys II office

for the properties comprising 24,300 square

currently comprises 27 properties with total

buildings in the Saint-Denis district of Paris

metres of office space.

rental space of about 380,000 square metres.

at the end of 2010. The buyer is the French

www.union-investment.com/realestate

Focus on growth

Companies targeting real estate costs

recommended

SURVEY Efficient rental management is rising

by each individual employee or workstation.

book The renowned Prix

in importance against the background of the

A good 20 percent were seeking subtenants for

Pictet honours photo-

debate on new accounting standards for German

vacant space. The most important challenges

graphs that are devoted

companies. The overriding goal of Corporate Real

include environmental concerns. In this con-

to the key issues of global

Estate (CRE) managers is to achieve cost sav-

text, 34.5 percent of those questioned stated

sustainability. The illus-

ings through optimisation of their rental space.

that they were seeking to improve their energy

trated book, now published, features the work

These are the findings of a survey conducted by

performance, and 31 percent were analysing

of the twelve finalists from last year’s competi-

the Wiesbaden-based IPD Investment Property

their water consumption. Outsourcing of facil-

tion. Their photographs on the topic of growth

Databank. The research company questioned

ity management is gaining ground: 50 percent of

grapple with the implications of unbridled and

137 leading CRE managers on their plans for

respondents had already placed this task in the

endless progress.

savings at the end of 2010. Almost 30 percent

hands of external service providers in 2009.

Prix Pictet 2010. Growth, teNeues 2011

indicated that they wished to reduce space used

www.ipd.com

Two-thirds of all new offices to be built in Asia up to 2012

Photo: Union Investment

Sold: Axialys I and Axialys II.

OFFICE MARKET in asia In the course of the

locations over this period, Asian markets will

global economy’s recovery, the development

account for two-thirds (190.6 million square

Asia has a clear lead
Newly built office locations 2010 to 2012; proportion of existing office buildings as per yearend 2009 (in percent)

of new office properties is shifting primarily

feet), leading office locations in Western

30

to Asia. These are the findings of a survey by

Europe for 24 percent (69.1 million square

25

property consultants CB Richard Ellis (CBRE)

feet), North America for 8 percent and the

20

published at the end of December 2010. It

Pacific region for 4 percent. The number of

15

has found that from 2010 to 2012, Asia will

completions will be especially high in Asia in

10

be the only one of the world’s four regions

2010 and 2011, before falling slightly in 2012

5

with significant growth in office space. Of

but remaining at a high, above-average level,

0

the 293.3 million square feet of new space

CBRE reports.

to be completed in the world’s leading office

www.cbre.com

29,7

7,3

Asia

Pacific

Source: CBRE, Dezember 2010

3,7

1,2

Western
Europe

North
America
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Germany as leading expansion target for retailers in Europe in 2011
RETAIL MARKET Germany is again the leading

target. The markets in developing economies

expansion target for retailers in Europe this

are gaining in importance, with countries such

year. Within the scope of the “How Active

as Poland, Hungary and Turkey accounting for

are Retailers” report, a study conducted by

half of the Top 20 expansion targets. Owing

property consultancy CB Richard Ellis (CBRE),

to its strong economy and undersupply of

Europe’s leading 212 retailers were questioned

very good retail space, Poland is regarded as

on their expansion plans in 2011. According

the most attractive expansion target in this

to its findings, 41 percent of retailers are

segment. Of the retailers questioned, as many

planning to expand their business activities in

as 33 percent are planning to expand their

Germany. The main reasons for this are strong

business activities in Poland over the coming

economic growth and the comparatively low

year, whilst 41 percent are seeking to expand

internationalisation of the market to date.

in at least one Central European country

Retailers are seeking to expand in 38 European

and 39 percent are attracted by at least one

Cologne’s Hohe Strasse is one of Germany’s most popular shopping areas.

countries in all by the end of 2011, with

Southern European country.

Western Europe remaining the preferred

www.cbre.com

Growing demand for space
in India’s office market

Christoph Schumacher strengthens Union Investment team
UNION Investment From 1 March 2011, Christoph Schumacher

OFFICE MARKET in india Over the coming

will be joining Union Investment Institutional Property GmbH,

twelve months the volume of re-letting in

which specialises in institutional real estate solutions, as deputy

Indian office markets will reach the 2007 level.

member of the management board. The 40-year-old doctor of law

At that time, more than 2 million square metres

will join Martin Eberhardt and Wolfgang Kessler on the board,

were let to new tenants in Mumbai, Delhi and

thereby strengthening the team. Among other activities, he will

Bangalore alone. These are the findings of

be responsible for fund structuring and customer care and will

a survey conducted by property consultancy

help further expand the product range for institutional investors.

DTZ among 200 companies. 44 percent of

Schumacher previously held senior managerial positions with
the Generali Deutschland group with responsibility for indirect

them are intending to lease additional space.
A further 27 percent of companies are seeking

investments and the development of fund products. The institutional real estate assets held by

to relocate from their existing site.

Union Investment Institutional Property GmbH currently amount to some €2.8 billion.

www.dtz.com
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Lipinski Passage,
Warsaw
For one of its real
estate funds for institutional investors Union
Investment has acquired
this listed, redeveloped
ensemble comprising
office and retail space in
a prime city location.

Equinox,
Glasgow
Union Investment has
purchased an office
building in the UK outside London for the
first time. The property
belongs to the portfolio of the UniImmo:
Deutschland open-ended
real estate fund.

Europa Arkaden II,
Darmstadt
For its Immo-Invest:
Europa institutional
real estate fund Union
Investment has acquired
this office building
completed in August
2009 and located in
Darmstadt’s central
Europa district.

We open up new perspectives.
For shared success.
Discovering new perspectives requires a willingness to see things differently.
We adopted this principle right from the start, which has made us one of Europe’s leading property investment management companies. With over 45 years of real estate experience under our
belts, we thrive in the international arena and have a strong focus on adding value, as witnessed
by our exclusive portfolio of more than 300 high-quality properties worldwide. Including awardwinning works and even a genuine Rembrandt: the Rembrandt Tower in Amsterdam – a masterpiece of modern architecture that takes elegant design to new heights.
Looking to the future, we plan to enter new markets with innovative products and strategic partnerships. Why not join us in creating lasting value? After all, success can only truly be savoured
when it is shared.
www.union-investment.com/realestate
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